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Abstract
Title: Prototype software as a service for building furniture commerce
Author: Antonio Katarov
This bachelor’s thesis describes a prototype software as a service for com-
panies who sell building furniture and want to revolutionize and drastically
improve the classic offer generation process.
We go through an existing solution and propose a transition from a cus-
tomized information system to Software as a service (SaaS). This system
includes a web application where the customer can create an informative of-
fer with all of the provided products from a company, after which the sales
representative in the company can review this inquiry in another web appli-
cation and contact the customer and – if needed – send an on-site worker
to check the place for additional services (exact measurements, extensions,
trims, etc.). The former can open the offer in the mobile application and edit
it accordingly before the final offer is presented to the customer and sent to
their email.
By using this solution, the companies send out final offers to the customer
three times faster than they would with their standard methods.
Keywords: information system, mobile application, web application, SaaS,
building furniture.

Povzetek
Naslov: Prototip programske opreme kot storitev za prodajo stavbnega
pohiˇstva
Avtor: Antonio Katarov
Diplomska naloga opisuje prototip programske opreme kot storitev za pod-
jetja, ki prodajajo stavbno pohiˇstvo in zˇelijo revolucionarno in drasticˇno
izboljˇsati klasicˇen postopek generiranja ponudb.
Pregledamo obstojecˇo resˇitev in predlagamo prehod iz prilagojenega informa-
cijskega sistema na programsko opremo kot storitev (Ang. SaaS). Ta sistem
vkljucˇuje spletno aplikacijo, s katero si lahko kupec sam ustvari informativno
ponudbo z vsemi produkti podjetja, po kateri lahko prodajni predstavnik v
podjetju to pregleda v drugi spletni aplikaciji, kontaktira na stranko in po
potrebi posˇlje zaposlenega na samo lokacijo, da preveri lokacijo za dodatne
storitve (natancˇne meritve, razsˇiritve, obloge itd.). Ponudnik lahko ponudbo
odpre v mobilni aplikaciji in jo ustrezno uredi, preden je koncˇna ponudba
predstavljena kupcu in poslana na njihov elektronski naslov.
Podjetja s to resˇitvijo kupcu posˇljejo koncˇne ponudbe v primerjavi s stan-
dardnimi metodami trikrat hitreje.
Kljucˇne besede: informacijski sistem, mobilna aplikacija, spletna aplikacija,
programska oprema kot storitev, stavbno pohiˇstvo.

Razsˇirjeni povzetek
Postopek nakupa stavbnega pohiˇstva je mozˇno izboljˇsati na vecˇ nacˇinov:
zagotavljanje popolne ponudbe za kupca, skrajˇsanje cˇasa predaje koncˇne
ponudbe stranki, prepoznavanje potencialnega kupca in tako naprej. Ob-
stojecˇi informacijski sistem bistveno izboljˇsuje proces izdelave ponudb z neposred-
nim vkljucˇevanjem kupca, ki je zainteresiran za nakup stavbnega pohiˇstva.
Kupec se pri tem vkljucˇi preko javno dostopne aplikacije za izdelavo ponudb,
kar omogocˇa hitrejˇso izdelavo koncˇne ponudbe. Vse navedeno pa izboljˇsa
zadovoljstvo kupcev in povecˇa zanimanje za podjetje, ki ima taksˇen postopek
izdelave ponudb.
S prehodom obstojecˇega sistema, ki vse navedeno zˇe omogocˇa, v resˇitev
v oblaku, bi lahko potencialno priˇsli do velikega sˇtevila podjetij, ki bodo ta
sistem uporabljale kot storitev.
Predstavljena programska oprema kot storitev (Ang: SaaS – Software as a
Service) omogocˇa podjetjem, da sistem zacˇnejo uporabljati zelo hitro in ni-
majo potrebe po lastnih strezˇnikih. S konceptom programske opreme kot
storitev so koristi vzajemne. Na primer, lastniki podjetij imajo hitrejˇso
donosnost nalozˇbe, razvijalci pa imajo eno sistem za vzdrzˇevanje in razvoj.
Zˇe od samega zacˇetka je bila arhitektura obstojecˇega sistema zasnovana
za eno podjetje ter prilagojena specificˇnim zahtevam in strukturi podjetja.
Taksˇen pristop ima sˇibko tocˇko v tem, da je sistem tezˇje v kratkem cˇasu ponu-
diti in namestit vecˇ zainteresiranim podjetjem. Te tezˇave rastejo z vsakim
dodatnim podjetjem, saj ima vecˇina teh podjetij svoje sestavne elemente,
zaradi katerih so kupci edinstveni in navdusˇujocˇi, hkrati pa povecˇuje sˇtevilo
segmentov v arhitekturi sistema, ki jih je treba rekonstruirati, da bodo delo-
vali po zˇeljah podjetja.
Cˇe bi kopirali obstojecˇi sistem in spremenili ustrezne spremembe za vsako
novo podjetje, bi ustvarili vrsto tezˇav pri vzdrzˇevanju sistema in podvojili
delo, posebno v primerih, kot se uvajajo nove funkcije ali uvajajo manjˇse
specifike za posamezno podjetje. Resˇitev na nasˇo tezˇavo je preoblikovanje
trenutnega informacijskega sistema v programsko opremo kot storitev - SaaS.
S posplosˇitvijo glavnih delov v sistemu lahko zagotovimo bolj prilagodljiv,
razsˇirljiv in mocˇan sistem, ki ga lahko uporablja neomejeno sˇtevilo podjetij
s katero koli komponento pohiˇstva.
Programska oprema kot storitev (SaaS) je model licenciranja in dostave
programske opreme, v katerem je programska oprema licencirana na pod-
lagi narocˇnine in centralno gostovana [15]. Tovrstna resˇitev ponuja veliko
prednosti v primerjavi s tradicionalno programsko opremo. Eden od njih je
dejstvo, da ni vnaprejˇsnjih licencˇnin, kar bi pripomoglo k nizˇjim zacˇetnim
strosˇkom in hitrejˇsi donosnosti nalozˇbe.
Sistem je razdeljen na 4 segmente, kjer je vsak od njih predstavljen z
aplikacijo:
1. Skrbniˇska konzola
2. Aplikacija za stranke
3. Aplikacija za prodajne zastopnike
4. Aplikacija za delavce na terenu
Arhitektura obstojecˇega sistema vkljucˇuje en sam API za celotno ap-
likacijo.
Prehodni sistem je razdeljen na dve domeni: domeno skrbnika in odje-
malca.
Administratorsko domeno podpirata aplikacija skrbniˇske konzole in skrbniˇska
baza podatkov. V aplikaciji lahko uporabnik spreminja elemente in njihove
lastnosti iz modulov, ki so vkljucˇeni v narocˇniˇski paket, ki ga je njegovo pod-
jetje kupilo.
Domeno za stranke podpirajo aplikacije za stranke, aplikacija za prodajne
zastopnike in mobilna aplikacija za delavce na terenu.
V aplikaciji za stranke je na voljo mozˇnost izbire med podjetji v sistemu
in ustvarjanje ponudbe, ki je shranjena v ustrezni bazi podatkov strank.
Potem, ko se prodajni zastopnik prijavi v aplikacijo, se API povezˇe z us-
trezno bazo podatkov, v kateri so shranjene vse njihove ponudbe in podatki.
Ko je povezava vzpostavljena, API prikazˇe ponudbe za to podjetje in nato
lahko uporabnik izbere, katero zˇeli urediti, ali pa ustvari novo ponudbo.
Za ti dve domeni imamo dve razlicˇni strukturi podatkovnih baz. V bazi
podatkov, ki jo uporablja aplikacija skrbniˇske konzole, bi morali ustvariti
entitete, ki bi hranili informacije o elementih in njihovih lastnostih.
Cˇasovni nacˇrt projekta prehoda iz obstojecˇega sistema na SaaS je ses-
tavljen iz 5 delovnih paketov z ustreznimi aktivnostmi in cˇasovnimi roki.
Terminski plan nakazuje, da koncˇni izdelek, torej delujocˇo SaaS, dobimo v
petih mesecih.
Namen diplomske naloge je predlagati pot do prehoda obstojecˇe resˇitve
po meri v splosˇno resˇitev za vsakega lastnika podjetja s podobnimi tezˇavami.
Rezultat je zgosˇcˇen nabor navodil, s katerimi lahko dosezˇemo svoj cilj in
ponudimo sodoben odgovor na tezˇave, ki se ticˇejo vsakega podjetja, ki se
ukvarja s prodajo stavbnega pohiˇstva.


Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Since I am familiar with the general process of buying and selling a building
furniture, I think that this process can be improved in many ways, such
as providing the perfect offer to the customer, decrease the time between
the moment when the customer reaches out until he gets the final offer,
identify the potential buyer and so on. By transitioning an existing system
that includes these improvements into a cloud-based solution and making it
easy to integrate, we could potentially reach to a large number of companies
that will generate the necessary feedback to improve the whole process even
further.
1.2 Goals
What we want to achieve with the proposed Software as a service (SaaS) is to
allow the companies a way to promote and provide an easy way for the cus-
tomer to reach out by creating an informative offer in just a couple of clicks.
This way, the customer gets a firm understanding of the company’s offer-
ings and the companies can reallocate the workforce (sales representatives)
elsewhere in the company.
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With the SaaS concept, the benefits are reciprocal. For instance, the
business owners gain a fast return of investment while the developers have a
one-code base to maintain and develop.
1.3 Overview of the field
After an extensive analysis of the market, we found some solutions which
employ similar features, such as the choosing flow of the elements with static
options or exporting a PDF with the chosen elements. None of them is a
cloud-based solution.
Our prototype goes beyond the simple, predefined possibilities to choose
from and provides in-depth specifications that are used in the back end for
various algorithms that filter out the possibilities depending on the chosen
components. With the help of these algorithms, the customer deals with a
dynamic and error-free flow.
1.4 Structure of the diploma thesis
The thesis begins with a couple of words about the motivation and the goals
of the proposed solution followed by the overview of the field and the structure
of the thesis (chapter 1). In chapter 2, we present the problem that we are
going to solve, the solution and a simple introduction to the SaaS concept.
We continue with chapter 3 where we present the current system and its
composition. Then, we present the technologies used for the development
of the prototype after which we talk about the analysis and the planning
of the prototype through the use of case diagrams, the system architecture,
the data model, the business model and the project timeline in chapter 4.
Finally, the last chapter is where we make our conclusion.
Chapter 2
Overview of the problem and
the solution
2.1 The problem
The information system which we are going to transition significantly im-
proves the process of offer creation by directly including the customer in-
terested in buying building furniture into the process through the publicly
accessible offer creation application which provides faster final offers that im-
prove the customer’s gratification and increase the interest and revenue for
the company that employs this solution.
From the very beginning, the architecture of the existing system was designed
for a single company, tailored to the specific requirements and structure of
the company. This kind of approach (while it solves the immediate prob-
lem) creates difficulties when one wants to expand the solution and offer its
implementation to a multitude of companies which are confronted with the
same problem.
These difficulties grow with every company since most of those companies
have their components which make them unique and exciting for the cus-
tomers while increasing the number of segments in the architecture of the
system that need to be reconstructed for it to work as intended.
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2.2 The solution
If we were to copy the existing system and make the appropriate changes
for every new company, we would be creating a web of problems for system
maintenance and doubling the work needed in cases like the introduction of
new features or bug fixes.
The solution to our problem lies in transforming the current information
system into software as a service – SaaS (more on SaaS in section 2.3). By
a generalization of the core sections in the system, we can provide a more
flexible, scalable, and robust system that can be used by any number of
companies with any components. The concept of Software as a service with
its advantages allows for an effortless adoption by the companies.
With SaaS, we unlock the potential of the system to become the widely used
solution for offer creation in the process of building furniture sales.
2.3 SaaS - Software as a service
Software as a service (SaaS) is a software licensing and delivery model in
which software is licensed on the subscription basis and centrally hosted.
SaaS is typically accessed by users using a thin client, e.g. via a web browser
[15]. This kind of solution provides a multitude of advantages in comparison
to traditional software. One of them is the fact that there are no up-front
license fees resulting in lower initial costs and faster return of investment.
Another advantage is the scalability where one can choose a subscription
package to accommodate one’s business needs and the fact that there is
basically no additional costs for integration or support of the system which
is handled by the SaaS providers and it is included in the subscription cost
[6].
Chapter 3
Introduction of the existing
system
The standard process of inquiry begins with the customer visiting the sales
salon of the preferred company that sells building furniture. Then, the user
can look at everything regarding the building furniture, from materials to de-
tailed specifications and get a firm understanding about what kind of build-
ing furniture will meet his needs. If he provides measurements, the sales
representative can base the offer on some of the standard variants of the
components and provide the customer with a rough estimate about the cost.
Now, the problem for the business owners arises when the customer wants
to make some alternative estimates by changing the components and their
properties. For every additional wish from the customer, there should be a
sales representative available on the other side to provide the necessary feed-
back. In practice, this has shown to be an exhaustive and time-consuming
process which does not even guarantee a profit, which means that the cus-
tomer might not even choose the company for various reasons at the end.
However, one of the most common reason is the time needed to get to a final
offer. There are cases where the sales representative must complete multiple
tasks at a given moment while having the customer on the phone which leads
to unwanted mistakes.
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We live in a dynamic and fast-paced life where the time is of an essence.
These days, people have less and less patience and with the technology on
their side, it is expected that almost every process should be automated and
time-efficient. With this in mind, an information system was designed for a
company that sells building furniture. The system is divided on 4 segments,
all represented by an application:
1. Admin console
2. Web app for customers
3. Web app for sales representatives
4. Mobile app for on-site workers
3.1 Admin console - The core of the system
The backbone of the system where the company can specify every possible
parameter for their products, which then helps the system filter out the pos-
sibilities, prevents errors in the process of choosing components and makes
the necessary calculations.
On figure 3.1, we can observe that the application is divided into three
functional segments – toolbar menu, side menu, and the page content. From
the toolbar menu, we select the module we want to modify. After we have
selected the module, we can choose the specific components for the chosen
module from the side menu and edit their properties accordingly.
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Figure 3.1: Admin console app - Dashboard
Figure 3.2: Admin console app - List of window types
If we were to be editing the properties of the specific window type, we
should select the WINDOWS module after which we click on the window
types from the side menu and land on the window type list page (Figure
3.2).
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On this page, among the various filtering and sorting functionalities, we can
choose to edit a specific window type.
Figure 3.3: Admin console app - Window type options
When editing a window type, we have four different sections. In the gen-
eral section (Figure 3.3), there are options to decide the window type name,
description, division, shape, and price. There are additional options that
allow the possibilities to toggle the visibility of the window type on the other
applications from the ecosystem.
The next section – Specifications is where we determine the details for the
window type, e.g. the number of handles, glazing divisions, and deduction
from the dimensions depending on the window profile or deductions from the
dimensions for shadings installment.
In the gadgets section, we specify the type of gadgets for every wing and
the division of the window.
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The last section is where we manage the images for the window type
which are used for preview purposes in the applications.
This is the principle that can be found on every options page within the
application which follows the rules of the system that allows for the filters,
error checks, and calculations to work in perfect cohesion.
3.2 Web application for customers
Web application for customers is an application dedicated and designed for
customers where the customers can create offer estimations and alternatives
in just a couple of clicks all by themselves instead of the constant negotia-
tions and time loss in between negotiations.
The customer’s inquiry is the first step in the offer creation process where
he browses through the elements from the company and makes countless vari-
ations (material, profile, glass, colors or handles). The choosing flow (figure
3.4) is based on the one sales representative use when he chooses the ele-
ments and their properties for the positions in their application (section 3.3)
with some differences that simplify the process and focus on the segments
where the customer is often indecisive. On figure 3.5, we see the page where
the customer specifies the dimensions and chooses the window type along
with the optional shadings and additions, by following the basic principle of
choosing flow. On the right side, we have a section on which the customer
has an overview of his choices and options to manage the positions.
After the customer has concluded his wishes in just a couple of clicks, he
generates an informative estimation which is sent to his email. This action
initializes the offer on the back-end of the system upon which the sales rep-
resentative continues the process in their respective web application.
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Figure 3.4: Customers app - Choosing flow for window parameters
Figure 3.5: Customers app - Assembly page
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3.3 Web application for sales representatives
On this web application, sales representatives receive the inquiries generated
from the application for customers and contacts the customer for the neces-
sary steps before the conclusion of the offer.
The web application provides a detailed overview of the positions in the
offer (figure 3.6) where the sales representative can manage the discounts
for each position, create alternatives from the existing position or copy a
position.
Figure 3.6: Sales representative app - Overview of the offer
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When editing a position, the sales representative has complete access to
modify all of the properties for a given position. On figure 3.7 we are pre-
sented with an example of a position that had gone through the whole process
(from customer inquiry, to sales representative confirmation and additional
evaluation from the on-side worker who had done the necessary measure-
ments) and has a window with triple extensions (two on the top and one on
the left side of the window) and roller shutters for the window.
Figure 3.7: Sales representative app - Position with two shash window
In the case the customer decides to make some changes to this posi-
tion, the sales representative can make the necessary changes and email the
modified offer back to the customer for the approval in just a couple of clicks.
In other words, the application serves as an advanced offer customization
tool and represents the pillar of the system.
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3.4 Mobile application for on-site workers
This is a mobile application on which the on-site workers can open the same
offer which initially got created by the customer, evaluate the space for ad-
ditional services, and finish the offer with the customer.
Figure 3.8: Mobile app - Offer list screen
When the on-site worker arrives at the location, he opens the application
and is greeted with the screen (figure 3.8) containing his assigned offers. On
the offer list screen, the on-site worker can either select an offer for revision,
create a new offer or copy an existing offer, depending on the situation.
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In most cases, he is sent for offer revision where he takes exact measure-
ments and analyses the location for additional services, such as extensions or
trims.
Figure 3.9: Mobile app - Position list screen
After the on-site worker chooses the offer, the application transitions to
the positions list screen (figure 3.9) where he can easily modify to separate
positions while moving around the location to the specific positions and an-
alyzing them one by one.
On the same screen, the on-site worker can add new positions or elements
to the offer by choosing the required module from the horizontal slide menu
and following the usual choosing flow.
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Every module has its sections (screens) for modifications where the on-
site worker can go to great detail when creating or altering an element with
the goal of producing the best possible product for a given position.
When the modifications are finished, the on-site worker proceeds to the
offer generation screen where the process is concluded and the final offer is
sent to the customer’s email.
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3.5 Use case diagram
The current information system has one type of user that has the following
functionalities shown in figure 3.10 through the use cases.
Figure 3.10: Use case diagram of the current system
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3.6 System architecture
The current system architecture, shown in figure 3.11, includes a single API
that operates with all of the application introduced in the previous sections
and with every interaction the API communicates the data in one central
database.
Figure 3.11: System architecture of the current system
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3.7 Data model
The data model of the current system consists of 52 entities where both the
administrative data and offer data is stored. Figure 3.12 exhibits two admin-
istrative entities from two specific modules to give an idea of the structure
of the entities. Within the upper part of figure 3.12, we see some of the
necessary data entities in order for the system to generate a price for a win-
dow, while on the lower part of figure 3.12, we can observe some of the data
entities which describe the roller shutter module.
Figure 3.12: Entity-Relationship Diagram of the current system
Chapter 4
Technologies and software used
for development
4.1 HTML/HTML5
HTML is the standard markup language for documents designed to be dis-
played in a web browser. It contains the most basic building blocks which
define the meaning and structure of the web content. Web browsers receive
HTML documents from a web server or from local storage and render the
documents into multimedia web pages [10].
HTML 5 is the fifth and current major version of HTML, that got the ”W3C
Recommendation” status in October 2014. Its goals were to improve the
language with support for the latest multimedia and other new features; to
keep the language both easily readable by humans and consistently under-
stood by computers and devices such as web browsers, parsers, etc., without
XHTML’s rigidity; and to remain backward-compatible with older software
[11].
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4.2 CSS/CSS3
CSS is a style sheet language used for describing the presentation of a docu-
ment written in a markup language like HTML. It is designed to enable the
separation of presentation and content, including layout, colors, and fonts,
which improves content accessibility, provide more flexibility and control in
the specification of presentation characteristics, enable multiple web pages
to share formatting by specifying the relevant CSS in a separate .css file, and
reduce complexity and repetition in the structural content [9].
CSS3 is the latest evolution of the Cascading Style Sheets language and aims
at extending CSS2.1. It brings a lot of long-awaited novelties, like rounded
corners, shadows, gradients, transitions or animations, as well as new layouts
like multi-columns, flexible box or grid layouts [3].
4.3 JavaScript
JavaScript is a high-level, interpreted programming language that conforms
to the ECMAScript specification, that has curly-bracket syntax, dynamic
typing, prototype-based object-orientation, and first-class functions [13].
While HTML describes the structure of the web page and CSS takes care
of the presentation, JavaScript brings interactivity to web page which is an
essential part of every web application.
4.4 Angular
Angular is a platform and framework for building client applications in
HTML and TypeScript. It implements core and optional functionality as
a set of TypeScript libraries that you import into your apps. The basic
building blocks of an Angular application are NgModules, which provide a
compilation context for components. NgModules collect related code into
functional sets; an Angular app is defined by a set of NgModules [1].
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4.5 Angular Material
Angular Material is a free UI component library for Angular developers which
help in constructing attractive, consistent, and functional web pages and web
applications while adhering to modern web design principles like browser
portability, device independence, and graceful degradation [2].
4.6 WebStorm
WebStorm is a cross-platform IDE primarily for web, JavaScript and Type-
Script development. It is developed by JetBrains s.r.o. which is a software
development company whose tools are targeted towards software developers
and project managers [14]. WebStorm ships with pre-installed JavaScript
plugins (such as for Node.js) which makes the process of utilization of the
newest technologies effortless.
4.7 JSON
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange format.
It is easy for humans to read and write and for machines to parse and gener-
ate. JSON is a text format that is completely language independent but uses
conventions that are familiar to programmers of the C-family of languages,
including C, C++, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, and many others. These
properties make JSON an ideal data-interchange language [5].
4.8 Android OS
Android is a mobile operating system developed by Google. It is based on a
modified version of the Linux kernel and other open source software, and is
designed primarily for touchscreen mobile devices such as smartphones and
tablets. Android has been the best-selling OS worldwide on smartphones
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since 2011 and on tablets since 2013. As of May 2017, it has over two billion
monthly active users, the largest installed base of any operating system, and
as of December 2018, the Google Play store features over 2.6 million apps
[7].
4.9 Android Studio
Android Studio is the official IDE for Google’s Android operating system,
built on JetBrains’ IntelliJ IDEA software and designed specifically for An-
droid development. Since 7 May 2019, Kotlin is Google’s preferred language
for Android app development. Still, other languages are supported, including
by Android Studio [8].
4.10 Java
Java is a set of computer software and specifications, that provide a system
for developing application software and deploying it in a cross-platform com-
puting environment. Java is used in a wide variety of computing platforms
from embedded devices and mobile phones to enterprise servers and super-
computers. Writing in the Java programming language is the primary way
to produce code that will be deployed as byte code in a Java virtual machine
(JVM) [12].
Chapter 5
Transition to SaaS
5.1 Analysis and planning
After an in-depth analysis of the current solution, the consensus about the
main problem of the information system is that it was designed and im-
plemented as a custom solution solving a specific set of problems, as one
company handles both production and sale of building furniture. As de-
scribed in previous chapters, the idea is to transition a custom solution with
an on-premise installation into a general solution (SaaS) that can be used
by other similar companies which is a challenge by itself, since the core of
the system, the database, is built around the entities required for solving the
specific problems for the discussed company.
Considering one fact that not all of the companies want or need to use the
full extent of the system and its modules, we must make additional changes
to the structure of the system making it as granular as possible so that we
can provide flexible subscription packages in order to maximize the profit
from the SaaS business model by reaching to companies from various sizes.
Another fact to consider is that in most cases, designated manufacturers
supply the shadings these companies offer with predetermined components
which are available for a combination depending on the wishes from the cus-
tomer.
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There are not many shadings manufacturers to choose from, which means
that the offering of shadings often overlaps for most of the companies who
want to include these modules in their package. With this in mind, once we
have the shadings from each manufacturer in the admin database, companies
who want to include the shadings modules into their package will not need
to deal with the shadings parameters. The properties for the shadings will
be standardized and will not be accessible for editing in the admin console.
In fact, they will be handled by a system administrator who will have di-
rect contact with the manufactures and before every parameter changes, the
companies will be notified.
5.2 Business model
Business owners that do not want to invest vast sums of capital in creating
an IT infrastructure and often use a SaaS solution which often becomes in-
credibly integral to their businesses, such as sales teams using SalesForce or
customer service departments using Zendesk. The SaaS business eliminates
this risk for the client that uses the service for their business, which usually
only pays a small monthly membership fee.
The beauty of the SaaS business model is that one’s customers can become
insanely loyal to one’s product. This is especially true if one’s SaaS product
represents something integral to their businesses. This loyalty can create
customers that last for years and years, adding to the burgeoning recurring
income that makes SaaS products so profitable [4].
Since our whole concept is based on a modular structure, we give the pos-
sibility for companies to create their subscription packages by choosing the
modules they are interested in, which is a significant aspect that can be at-
tractive to the business owners in the early phases of the system adoption.
This way, we improve our product reach and flexibility by a considerable
amount.
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5.3 Use case diagram
Before proceeding any further, we need to present some fundamental changes
to the use cases that are introduced with the new system of architecture.
In the architecture of the current solution, to access the application for
sales representatives, the user has to have access to the admin console too
because the application meant for the sales representatives is an extension of
the admin console application.
With the new architecture, we introduce new designated users, the so-
called ’super-users’ who have access to the admin console. However, we are
going to move the sales representative application as a stand-alone appli-
cation further improving the granular structure of the system which brings
many benefits in the maintenance and security area.
The architecture demands that we have a bit more complex permissions
policy for the users of the system regarding the access to particular function-
alities.
We can generalize the users into two types:
1. Super users - These users will have the complete permissions to access
and operate with any of the application within the system.
2. Sales representatives / On-site workers - These users can authenticate
to use the sales representative and mobile application and all the func-
tionalities that are available on the following applications.
On figure 5.1 we are presented with some of the use cases where we struc-
tured the functionalities assigned to the specific users (actors) depending on
their permissions and roles.
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Figure 5.1: Use case diagram after the transition
5.4 System architecture
The system architecture is reasonably complex since it operates on an ex-
tensive amount of data which is continuously transferred between the server
and the client providing various functionalities, such as CRUD operations,
validation, and filtering.
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Notable improvement from the current solution is the centralized admin
console and sales representative application for all clients (companies) on
which the content, depending on the logged-in user, that is available for
modifications is filtered by the user’s company subscription package. From
a development and maintenance standpoint, a centralized solution with a
single-code base (in comparison to a decentralized solution with customized
code base for every client) offers radical enhancements in terms of support
and scalability.
On figure 5.2, we can observe that the system is divided into two domains:
the admin domain and the client domain.
The admin domain consists of the admin console application and the admin
database. When the user logs in to the admin console, he can modify the
elements and their properties from the modules which are included in the
subscription package purchased by his company.
The client domain is comprised of the customer application, sales rep-
resentative application and the on-site worker mobile application. On the
customer application, there is an option for the customer to choose from the
available companies in the system and generate an offer which is stored in
the appropriate client database. After the sales representative logs into the
application, based on the company, the API connects to the proper database
in which all of the offers and their data are stored. When the connection is
made, the API returns the offers for that company and the user picks which
one to edit or create a new offer.
In between the domains, there is a REST API providing web services to
both domains. The API is used by the admin domain for CRUD operations
when making modifications in the admin console application while the client
domain utilizes its web services to get the data for choosing flows and vali-
dation operations.
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Figure 5.2: System architecture after the transition
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5.5 Data models
As presented in the previous section, we have two different database struc-
tures, for which we have to design a data model.
In the database used by the admin console application, we would need
to create entities which would hold the information about the elements and
their properties. By its nature, this data model would mostly consist of an
input data provided by the companies since this data is used for the filtering
and checking algorithms on the back-end.
The transitioning data model expands on the data model from the cur-
rent system presented in section 3.7.
Due to the complexity of the window as an element, it can not be shared
among the companies, which means that every company will need to provide
input for their components.
The fundamental idea is shown on the upper part of figure 5.3 where we
present some of the window components that we have to define so that we
can generate a price for a window type.
The basic concept for the window module is to deconstruct the window
to the smallest possible entity from which it is assembled so that we can be
flexible for every business owner to implement their assembly technique by
entering their specifications for components like material, profile or handle.
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Figure 5.3: Entity-Relationship Diagram after the transition
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On the lower part of figure 5.3, we are introduced with the implementa-
tion of one of the modules that have a central roller shadings manufacturer
that can be made available for multiple companies through the associative
entity which allows them to include their products in their offers.
The central data entity in figure 5.3, is the company, which is the entity
on which lies the foundation of concept for the proposed transition. The
company id is present in most of the data entities to filter the available com-
ponents depending on the logged-in user.
As for the other modules (roller shutters, external Venetian blinds, and
shutters), as mentioned in section 5.1, we have entities in which the param-
eters for each shading are stored and are available for all of the companies
that will decide to incorporate these modules.
The databases used by the other applications from the information sys-
tem would serve as storage where the customer’s inquiries are going to be
stored and all of the positions along with the chosen properties/components
and optional services. The client data model is assumed to be duplicated for
every company, which means that its structure has to be easily manageable
and fully optimized.
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5.6 Project time plan
Every project has its software development life cycle (SDLC) that covers the
detailed plan for building, deploying, and maintaining the software. There
are usually six stages in this cycle: analysis, design, development and testing,
implementation, documentation, and evaluation [16].
Since this thesis covers the major part from the analysis phase and the
fundamental part of the design phase, our project plan proceeds from there
onto the implementation, testing, and deployment phases.
The project time plan consists of 5 task groups with their respective
subtasks and timelines. The task groups are the following:
1. Redesign of the admin console and sales representative application -
The goal is to create simple user interface and provide consistency with
the use common of UI elements
(a) Complete UI redesign of the admin console application
• Duration: 10 work days
(b) Complete UI redesign of the sales representative application
• Duration: 10 work days
2. Development of the new concepts - The admin console application,
along with the sales representative application, is planned on being
rewritten entirely in Angular for improved performance, reusability,
and maintainability
(a) Develop the admin console application
• Duration: 45 work days
(b) Develop the sales representative application
• Duration: 77 work days
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3. Implement the new architecture - Sections 5.5 and 5.4 present all of
the necessary changes in the data models and the architecture for a
successful transition.
(a) Implement the data models
• Duration: 17 work days
(b) Develop the APIs
• Duration: 16 work days
4. Testing and validation - The system goes through multi-level testing
while estimating the effectiveness of the system and evaluate possible
improvements.
• Duration: 15 work days
5. Deployment - The system is deployed in the production environment.
• Duration: 5 work days
Most of the tasks which are not dependent on each other are planned to
be developed synchronously with at least two small developer teams assigned
for this project.
On figure 5.4, we can observe the Gantt chart for the proposed time plan
which is a well-established and comprehensive way of illustrating a project
schedule. As suggested by the Gantt chart, we should have a finished product
within five months.
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Figure 5.4: Gantt chart for the project
5.7 Risk assessment
Even though SaaS is a proven technology used by some of the leaders in the
tech industry and grows at a remarkable pace, we still have some serious risks
when trying to convince a business owner to choose our solution.
The biggest challenge and risk that we have to overcome is the security and
integrity of the customers’ data. Most of the business owners are used to the
idea that they have to have the data on a hard disk that is located within
the premises of the company where they can physically manage their data if
needed.
Another risk is the internet network dependency that comes when using a
SaaS solution. Even though with SaaS, the reach to the services is unparal-
leled since all we need is internet and a browser, we still have an issue with
the mobile application which is primarily focused on on-site workers that go
on the location. Occasionally, they would have to go to a location where in-
ternet is not available and they cannot access the full capacity of our services,
especially in the framework of a solution that is based on a data transferred
for choosing flow filtering and validation on almost every user interaction.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
The purpose of the thesis is to suggest a way to transition of an existing
custom solution into a general solution for every business owner with similar
struggles. We introduced the existing solution upon which we presented the
essential modifications required for the transition into Software as a service.
Along the way, we presented some of the leading technologies in their respec-
tive branches with which we develop our solution. The result is a concise
set of instructions with which we can achieve our goal and deliver a modern
answer to the problems concerning every company in the building furniture
business.
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